
The London Borough of Southwark is working alongside their health and third sector partners
on a Discovery project to agree a model for a future Digital Directory of Services.

The ambition is to both ensure there is reliable and accurate “machine-readable data” for wider
digital innovations as well as ensuring that the widest prevention agenda is supported by easy
access to accurate information about local support.

One strand of work has been to explore models and progress on similar initiatives by other
Local Authority and Health localities.

Southwark Council and all of the other councils and health partners that were interviewed have
agreed to share the information that was captured. This document therefore plays back the
findings from 8 such discussions. This information does not include any commentary, as this is
research into models and progress, rather than an evaluation. It is also critical to recognise that
the level of investment that has been made in each initiative was not disclosed and this is
obviously a critical factor in the level of ambition and the progress to date.

At this stage, Southwark council has not decided on a proposed model. However, there are
some overarching observations that can be drawn from these conversations, including the
following

• It is hard and slow progress - and the real challenges relate to the cultural issues rather than
the technology

• There are challenges and successes that relate sometimes to “data” and sometimes to
culture and how that data is used by whom and for what purpose

• It is ensuring the accuracy and ongoing maintenance of the information that remains the key
challenge, particularly where it includes third sector offers which are prone to change
frequently

• Most people advocate an ambition for extending the work into being able to measure what is
happening, to capture feedback on quality of services and address things like access to
CQC, OfSTED and other quality marks including safeguarding

• Open Referral UK seems to be a commonly-adopted framework - the real value of adopting
standards is about interoperability. Most of the initiatives do have ambitions to become
interoperable and hence building on ORUK is a sensible model

• Most of the work relates to Family Information, Local Offer and Adult Social Care databases
or Directories; health is also a consideration for most. The link to both Primary Care
commissioned and also existing Social Prescribing is very relevant.

The Southwark Discovery work is planned to be completed during May.

The councils who contributed are Hull City Council, Lambeth, Buckinghamshire, Kingston, North
Yorkshire, Nottinghamshire, Buckinghamshire, Lancashire and South Cumbria Integrated Care
System.
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Research of Council Directory Models



Buckinghamshire Council

Vision • Aim for residents to easily find the services they need whilst making it simple
for providers to maintain their own data

• Ambition for a digitally open directory and not being tied to a proprietary way
of working

Model • Open source service data collector/maintainer using ORUK with APIs

• Open source search capability that consumes ORUK data from APIs

• A service can describe an activity, event, community group, asset, physical
activity or information, advice and guidance

• Created two instances of search capability for Family Information Services
and Bucks Online Directory (18 plus years)

• Backend will remain as only through outpost as this will remove the risk of
duplication

• Data is provided as an export so that it can be consumed by any analytical
tool e.g. Power BI. This includes measuring demand from the searching and
unique visitors

• There is a citizen feedback loop to capture data errors

Progress FIS went live in March 2021

Bucks Online Directory in October 2021

There are:

• 6,500 services

• 4,500 providers

• 3,800 users

• 128 categories

Lessons • Open source is the right approach but it would be better for a group of
authorities to work together to ensure that the application is productised.

Next steps • Hope is to allow more frontend applications to consume the data

• Align fully to the Open Referral data standard





London Borough of Lambeth

Vision • Vision for a more engaging experience for target audiences e.g. youth; to
find the information they need through considering softer questions rather
than hard searching capability e.g. – what do I get, would people similar to
me attend, what would be expected of me.

• Emerging vision for directories to work together on collecting their data

Model • My Best Life has been co-produced with young people for young people.

• It is a progressive web app - https://mybestlife.app/

• A database, as a proof of concept, was built to allow My Best Life to
consume the data.

• The data was aligned to Open Referral UK

• It is hoped to understand more about what a model might look like to share
this database with other frontends

Progress • This is a proof of concept and has 120 appropriate youth services

• A taxonomy exists to make it easier for young people to find the services
they are interested in.

Lessons • Are hoping to learn lessons from other councils and do more thinking about
how this approach to building frontends can make a difference and whether
there is a model to share the service data

Next steps • Further conversations with Lambeth management to identify a strategic
vision





Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames

Vision • A public health vision to provide access to specific types of local support
services

• Aim to target frontline workers so that they can communicate to residents.

• Residents also given the ability to request support directly from some
providers

• Decommission a few other directories to improve efficiency and reduce
confusion and duplication

Model • Service providers asked to sign up to keep their own data up to date

• Service providers offered to sign up to commit to responding to residents
requests for help

• Assurance policy includes ensuring update at least once every 6 months

• Backend collector with APIs to a frontend directory

• About 80% compliant with ORUK

Progress • 800 services on the community directory

Lessons • Open source has too many branches and needs co-ordinating but local
authorities are not geared up to take advantage of open-source. Perhaps
Socitm or a local GDS could make something work.

Next steps • Consider expanding the model to more frontends





Hull Council

Vision • Enhancing our adult social care directory of information, advice and
guidance and local services by using open data and a means for providers
to submit their own service data to be approved into the directory.

• The open data would mean that the data we collect can be reused by other
frontend applications.

• Housing have recently asked us to include approved traders in the directory.

Model • We use PPL as a supplier which provides the means to collect the data,
approve the data and provides search capability to the frontline workers and
residents that use it.

• We use LGA taxonomies to categorise services

• There is a OR UK compliant API which provides all services data to an
endpoint

• Our IAG is using a CMS and has links to ‘Ask Sara’

Progress • There are 1500 services which include statutory, community services and
assets.

• Social prescriber link workers use the directory and will ring the team to ask
for updates to be made. There are probably only 5 changes a week.

Lessons • The data is currently updated by one council officer but it is expected that by
streamlining the form and doing more marketing, this will encourage
services/providers/groups to create their own listing which will then be
approved into the directory.

Next steps • The system is working well but we are commissioning PPL to improve the
process of updating the data.

• We will be including approved traders in our data as requested by Housing

• We probably should look to offer the data to other applications





Royal borough of Greenwich Council

Vision To design a reusable community directory product that:

▪ makes local information, advice and services more accessible, intuitive
and easy to navigate for residents

▪ creates a more sustainable and devolved way to publish and update
content for all organisations and service providers involved

• There is a new digital strategy and team in place to modernise and move to a
modular interoperable approach. The digital directories were seen as a good
project to start with.

• The community directory currently consists of the SEND local offer, Family
Information Service and services for Adults and Older People – all are in
scope of this project

• There is a senior champion driving this forward

Model • The model is still being planned but they intend to build on work that has
already been done in this space with Scout, Outpost, LocalGov Drupal and
the Open Referral UK data standard

• There will likely be a single collection point and initially a focus on a single
frontend. However, the intention would be to make the collected data
available through APIs to an ecosystem of products looking to consume and
present the data for different resident-facing services, if there is value found
in doing so

• The hope is that the data will provide more evidence on support services to
improve commissioning decisions

• Things that are part of the current model that will likely be carried over:

▪ Local service providers will be able to maintain their own data , frontline
users can point out errors and suggest changes and there will be a central
team to oversee and support the data quality.

▪ The directory will include Ofsted and CQC service quality feeds



Royal borough of Greenwich Council

Progress • Greenwich are in the middle of their Discovery. There have been a lot of
needs and challenges identified but not all can be tackled at once. The
current focus is on learning from residents and local service providers on
how to improve their experience. Then they will begin prototyping new
solution ideas.

• They’re considering how their directory product fits into their wider
technology estate

• They’re currently going through a scoping exercise to focus on the most
valuable problems

• There are 2,500 existing services on the directory from a lot of local
providers.

Lessons • A few challenges have been recognised:

▪ Knowing how to best work with other local authorities who are doing
similar work

▪ Breaking something down which has a really wide scope

▪ Avoiding scope creep of attempting to overhaul the service journeys that
have a touchpoint in the directory

Next steps • Focus on scoping the project from the discovery exercise

• Consider other local authority models and how to create something reusable
for other local authorities





North Yorks County Council

Vision • There is a vision to create a single source of the truth for local support
information so that residents and practitioners can find services that they
need.

• Social prescribing initiatives including our living well practitioners provide a
real driving force for this initiative. We are currently trying to engage with our
CCGs.

• It is envisaged that adopting a national data standard will allow NY to collect
data from surrounding areas to provide information to residents living close
to council boundaries.

• It is considered that using the LGA taxonomies will provide for regional and
national understanding and decision making.

• The intention is to make the data open and encourage the reuse of the data
for the public benefit. Particularly hoping for resident friendly applications
such as chatbots.

Model • The current model is a council collection point and council frontend that is
available for anyone to use

• We are working towards including another collector who will post ORUK
formatted services into the NY Connect repository

• We are in discussions to help a PCN website provider to make use of the
OR data

Progress • We currently have our Family Information Service, Youth and community
services on the directory.

• We also bring in CQC data

• There are 7,000 entries but a lot are CQC from other regions

• There are about 200 providers maintaining their own data

• We have approximately 35k page views a month



North Yorks County Council

Lessons • We could do a lot more if there was a drive from the various public and third
sector wanting this data. There is too much silo working which wastes tax-
payer’s money.

• We should have engaged more stakeholders with a place-based vision to
provide greater resources and prevent silos creating alternatives which
dilute the efforts.

Next steps • Complete the API to ORUK compliance and get Compass and another
frontend using the data

• We are looking to reduce the CQC data to services within 50 miles of NY

• We are aiming to promote and increase usage by the public and
practitioners

• Usability improvements (search effectiveness etc)





Lancashire and South Cumbria ICS
Vision • A sustainable critical mass of a single source of the truth that is made easily

available/accessible to those needing local service information.

• This will be a federated model where everyone can use one of several
methods to collect and present data. This will allow aggregation of the effort
and minimise duplication and confusion.

• There will be a focus on helping the data source (service and advice
providers) to maintain their own records and a recognition that a significant
majority will struggle to do this.

• An aim is to work with existing suppliers so that their systems can join the
efforts of a place together and stimulate more and better frontline worker
and client facing applications.

• The management information which will come from this digital model will
provide a very useful view of the supply and demand of support services

Model • It is recognised that the current model of one directory which collects and
presents does not allow collaboration and make the best use of resources.
The model of collect then make data available to a frontend is the better
model.

• It is also recognised that organisations will want to collect slightly different
data but which includes the ORUK data and so any model needs to
accommodate aggregating data from many collection points.

• The Lancashire and South Cumbria vision is to have a many to many model
where there are numerous collection points and numerous consumption/
presentation points. This is the only model that will bring the benefits of a
data standards implementation.

• We have implemented the LGA Service-type and Circumstance taxonomies
so that we can report on data regionally and nationally.

• Accurate information is essential – inaccurate information is worthless. The
model includes an assurance overhead to take accountability for accuracy
of the data.



Lancashire and South Cumbria ICS
Progress • We currently have 1000 services that are provided by 300 providers and

assured by 4 assurance teams.

• Over 150 providers have been engaged and trained with the pilot. Lessons
have been learned and a new hybrid model proposed.

• We use Placecube’s OPD software as the default collection point but are
working with CompasseHub as another collection point. We hope to include
Elemental in a similar way.

• We also use Digital CoProduction’s Service Provider Widget to involve
Service Providers

• We have the Digital CoProduction ORUK translator to allow place-based
language translations but have not put resources in to using this yet.

• We have recently built a transformation to include ORCHA’s health apps
into the aggregated data

• We are building an aggregation capability which includes some
transformation coding, upload of spreadsheets and a UI.

• We have co-produced a frontline workers Service Finder tool with Digital
CoProduction which uses the full richness of ORUK data set. We now have
6 frontline organisations using the tool and creating demand for data.

Lessons Focus on culture and involve all ICS partners:

• There is a mis-trust across organisations which inevitably mean they will
start to collect their own data for their own initiative. We have to start to
recognise that this is wasting public resources and start to work
collaboratively. The ICS is well placed for this.

• There is a need for greater focus / promotion of the value of accessing
community services. Most professionals focus on their core role and do not
drive active referrals into third sector offers. Until this becomes a cultural
norm, then third sector will not buy into the value to them of maintaining
accurate information

• The need for accurate information is not a priority and there is no real
understanding nor consideration of the need to enable a positive patient
journey in accessing prevention / self-care



Lancashire and South Cumbria ICS
Lessons • Frontline workers seem happy to ‘research’ support information themselves

for their clients without realising this is not only a burden to them but other
workers rarely benefit from this work. This also drives “doubts” for patients /
citizens as they simply Google and citizens know that process is unreliable.
They should have information at their finger-tips so that they can spend
more time focusing on their clients. If we collect and assure the service
information once then there are a lot of public and third sector frontends that
can benefit. However we have to make sure the data is accurate.

Focus on accurate and aggregating data:

• There is a lot of national momentum on adopting data standards but no-one
seems that concerned about making sure the data is correct. As soon as
someone notices that data is not accurate then the project will die.

• There is no point adopting a data standard in silos. We already have silo
service directories. The only benefit of a data standard is when more than
one directory adopts it and their efforts can be aggregated so that others can
all gain from their individual effort. Sum of the parts approach.

Focus on creating demand:

• Running this as a nice to have digital project does not work. We need to
have the demand for accurate and a rich set of support data. We are trying
to show the benefits of working across a place to reduce the workload for
frontline workers and benefit all when data is maintained. It is catch-22 at the
moment as once we have the data then applications will start to appear to
use the data which in turns creates the demand.

Next steps • We are building an aggregator ability for service providers to pass in data
using a spreadsheet, the website widget, placeube and CompasseHub.

• We are looking to consolidate and scale what we currently have

• We are hoping to involve more partners across the ICS





Nottinghamshire County Council

Vision • Main vision is to make it easy for people to get the right information at the
right time. We want people to be able to self-serve and have the right quality
information that is not out of date. The aim then would be to have trusted
front doors for people to access.

• Notts CC have been using a directory for Adult Social Care, Communities
FIS,and SEND for a number of years. However, they have recently agreed
that it needs a bit of a refresh and so have commissioned some upgrades to
the User Interface.

• An ambition has always been to have a comprehensive place-based offering
but engagement with partners has not historically occurred. However,
COVID saw a strong Place based collaborative partnership approach to
community support and it is hoped that this will be sustained in the future and
that the demands for Social Prescribing and Self-care will drive this too.

• Notts are currently developing a prevention strategy

Model • We automatically cleanse data every six months. I.e. providers need to
confirm data is still correct otherwise they are archived until confirmation of
accuracy is received

• Some Nottinghamshire CCGs and charities previously used a widget to
embed our directory into their websites.

• There is an API to get data out that district councils have made use of

• We want to develop how our directory can enable strength-based support
and maximise community assets already in situ. It is a priority to empower
communities to help themselves where this is an appropriate intervention.
We are exploring how we might be able to develop some sort of ‘community’
record management system (similar to CRM) where people (or frontline
workers on their behalf) can make requests and for the requests to be
responded to from within the local community.

• The longer term aim is to replace the multiple directories and silo systems
with an amalgamated place-based system

• We were not aware of Open Referral but will look at it



Nottinghamshire County Council

Progress • The current directory is well used and has nearly 7,000 records of which
2,500 are adult social care

• We average 42,000 unique sessions per month this last 6 months with 2.4
pages per visit

• The user interface revamp will be ready late spring

• Using Google Analytics and this information feeds into and informs
management decisions

Lessons • Adopting a cross department directory minimises the risk of a department
not presenting a digital Information, advice and service directory offer either
because of funding shortages or another priority

• It is hard work to engage with partners and bring everyone into a place-
based approach

• Clear governance for a place-based approach is key

• It is difficult to compete with the big budget app developers. Needs a good
budget for making the Search function easy to use.

Next steps • Complete wire-frame upgrade

• Complete prevention strategy

• Consider Open Referral data standard implications

• Consider how to better capture management information to further improve
decisions e.g. commissioning





Digital Gaps and Digital CoProduction are members of
the Open Referral UK

https://openreferraluk.org

www.digitalcoproduction.co.uk
www.digitalgaps.co.uk

Feel free to make contact if you have any questions

ian@digitalcoproduction.co.uk
simon.dickinson@digitalgaps.co.uk


